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General Training Task 1 Writing. Essay Correction & Feedback 

              

 

Task 1: Letter Writing. 

Write a letter to a host family. 

 

This essay correction and feedback service consists of the following ... 

 

1. Student's Original Answer (without corrections) 

2. Corrected Student Answer (edited with suggested changes to increase the band score)  

3. Individual Scores & Feedback on the 4 IELTS Writing Marking Criteria - taken from the 

IELTS Public Band Score Descriptors. Essentially, how well the answer matches the 

descriptions for 1) task achievement, 2) coherence and cohesion, 3) lexical resource & 

vocabulary, and 4) grammatical range and accuracy of grammar. 

4. An Overall Estimated Band Score. 

5. A Band 8/9 Answer Written by the Website Teacher, Mr Alfred Wilde. M.A. 
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IELTS General Training Task 1 Letter Writing. 

 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

 

You are going to Brighton in England for a month to study English and will stay 
with a local family (the Smith family). Write a letter to the family.  

In your letter:  

 

 Introduce yourself  
 

 Request some information that is important in relation to your stay in 
Brighton.  
 

 Tell them about your arrival date and time, and ask them if they will meet 
you when you arrive.  

 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

 
Write at least 150 words. 
              

 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear .......................,  
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1. Student's Original Answer (without corrections) 

Dear Mr.& Mrs. Smith, 

My name is Wanwipa Sangthong. I am the student who you accepted me as a 

guest at your home. First of all, I would like to say thank you so much for 

welcome me to stay with your family.               

May I introduce myself. My name is Wanwipa but you can call me "Tikky" as my 

nickname. I am 17 year old from Thailand. I am studying on 11th grade and 

coming to study English course at the Brighton High school for 1 month.  

This is my first time that I will studying abroad so I would like to know about the 

Brighton town. Is there any bus or train services to my school near your house? 

which one do you think is the best way to travel? Is there any public park where I 

can do the exercise? And it would be nice if you could recommend me the 

local  tourist attractions for me to visit as photographing is my hobby.                   

My school will have open day on 2nd June so I will come to England  on 30th 

May. Could you come to the Heathrow airport to pick me up? My flight detail is 

Thai airways, flight no. TH3120 and arrival is 1745 p.m. My mobile no.is +668-

5213-5598.                    

I am looking forward to hear from you and see and your family soon. 

Yours sincerely,            

Wanwipa Sangthong  

1 February 2020 
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2. Corrected Student Answer. 
              

Correction Key: - blue underlined       = Teacher corrections and suggested changes. 

                             - grey (crossed out)      = Incorrect grammar and vocabulary deleted. 

                             - Balloons in the right hand margin express the teacher's comments. 

              

Dear Mr.& Mrs. Smith, 

My name is Wanwipa Sangthong. I am the student who you have accepted me to 

stay as a guest at your home during the summer. First of all, I would like to say 

thank you so much for welcomeing me to stay with your family.               

May I introduce myself?. My name is Wanwipa, but you can call me "Tikky" 

aswhich is my nickname. I am 17 years old from Bangkok in Thailand. I am 

currently studying on in the 11th grade and I am coming to study an English 

course at the Brighton High school for 1 month.  

Actually, Tthis is will be my first time that I will studying abroad, so I would like to 

know about the Brighton town. For example,  Is are there any buses or train 

services to my school near your house? Perhaps you could tell me which one do 

you think is the best way to travel? Also, Iis there any a public park nearby where 

I can do the some exercise? And Further, it would be nice if you could 

recommend me theany local  tourist attractions for me to visit as photographing 

photography is my hobby.                   

Finally, Mmy school will have an oOpen dDay on 2nd June, so I will come to 

England  on 30th May. Could you come to the Heathrow aAirport to pick me up? 

My flight details is are Thai aAirways, flight no. TH3120 and my arrival time is 

17.45 p.m. My mobile no.is +668-5213-5598.                    

I am looking forward to hearing from you and see andmeeting your family soon. 

Yours sincerely,            

Wanwipa Sangthong  

1 February 2020 

Comment [u1]: Excellent opening and good use 
of relative pronoun 'who' 

Comment [u2]: It is better to use present perfect 
as the situation is relevant to the present time. 

Comment [u3]: Unnecessary pronoun 

Comment [u4]: It is a good idea to include a verb 
/noun collocation here and state WHEN you will stay.  

Comment [u5]: Incorrect tense 

Comment [u6]: Punctuation error. 

Comment [u7]: as that is my nickname, OR which 
is my nickname. 

Comment [u8]: Bangkok in Thailand - provides a 
little more relevant detail. Thailand is a bit too 
general. 

Comment [u9]: These changes correct 
inaccuracies in grammar for prepositions and articles 
'the' and 'an'. Compare with your original letter. 

Comment [u10]: There are not enough signal 
words in this paragraph to add better cohesion. You 
also have errors  with grammar - will be - subject 
verb 'are the any busses or train services ...'  

Comment [u11]: unnecessary use of object 
pronoun. 

Comment [u12]: same as 11. 

Comment [u13]:  word form - photography 

Comment [u14]: Suggested signal word to use 
for the last paragraph. 

Comment [u15]: Another article error. 

Comment [u16]: Notice how the addition of 
my/time in this phrase improves the sentence by 
making it more personal and specific to your 
situation. 

Comment [u17]: More incorrect grammar. You 
need to get these final sentences correct by doing 
more practice on them before the real test. There is 
no need to make errors here. 
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3. Individual scores & feedback for the 4 marking criteria using the IELTS writing public  
    band score descriptors. 
 
 
Descriptor & Band 
Score Awarded 
 

 
          How does your writing compare to the band descriptors ?  

 
Task Achievement 

 

 
9 

 

 

 The answer fully satisfies all the requirements of the task as it provides 
appropriate information for all three bullet points.  

 The tone is also appropriate because the letter is to someone you 
would want to be friendly towards, but not too friendly because you 
are not yet on personal terms. Use of the first person pronoun 'I' and 
familiar phrases like 'you can call me "Tikky" and ' ... it would be nice if 
you could ...'reflect an appropriate semi-formal tone.  

 Notably, this is mixed with an otherwise formal tone by  a lack of 
contraction (I am, I would, My name is) 

 

Coherence 
& Cohesion 

 

7 

 

 The ideas in this letter are logically organised and it is easy to read and 
understand the flow of ideas, so there is a clear overall progression 
throughout the letter.  

 However, there is an under-use of signal words in the 3rd paragraph. 
Finally, some information provided in paragraph 1 is repeated in 
paragraph 2 which creates unnecessary repetition.  

 

Lexical 
Resource 

(Vocabulary) 
 

7 

 

 The letter uses a sufficient range of vocabulary with some flexibility and 
precision, such as welcome, photographing, tourist, flight detail, 
Heathrow, etc.  

 Also, there is some awareness of style and collocation in the phrases 
'best way to travel', 'local tourist attractions', 'open day'.  

 However some errors are present in word choice, spelling and word 
formation - welcome - welcoming - (probably inviting or accepting 
would be better choices); photographing - photography;  
 

 
Grammatical 

Range & 
Accuracy 

 

 6 

 

 This letter is very well structured with a good combination of simple, 
compound and complex structures using connecting words. 

 For example 'which' and 'where' start relative clauses, 'if' forms a 
complex conditional sentence and 'so' shows a result with a compound 
structure. 

 However, the letter is mostly let down by grammatical errors. You do 
not produce enough 'error free' sentences to attract a band 7 as the 
writing is peppered with mistakes, and even though many are minor 
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errors, the sum of them is clear. In particular the ere are errors of tense 
(will come), subject verb agreement, capital letters (Open Day, 
Heathrow Airport) Missing commas before 'so'; missing question mark 
'Many I introduce myself?'. Despite these errors in grammar and 
punctuation, communication of ideas is rarely reduced.  

 

4. Estimated Band Score = 9 + 7 + 7 + 6 = 29 (divide by 4)  = 7.25   = Band 7.5 
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5. A Band 8/9 Answer Written by the Website Teacher, Mr Alfred Wilde. M.A. 

              

 

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Smith, 

  

My name is Pedro Herrera, and I am writing to you because you will be my host family 

during my visit to England for the month of July this coming summer. 

  

In fact, I have a few questions for you, but let me please start by telling you a little about 

myself. I will be 22 years old in June, and although I was born in Paris, I was raised and 

have lived in Madrid all my life. I speak French and Spanish fluently whereas my English is 

not so good. In my free-time, I enjoy cooking, sightseeing, and visiting historical buildings. 

  

Regarding my stay: I hope you do not mind if I request some information from you. First of 

all, could you provide me with a short list of the best historical buildings to visit in Brighton? 

Also, could you recommend a good cooking school in Brighton where I could learn to 

cook traditional English recipes? 

  

Regarding my arrival: I am scheduled to arrive at Gatwick Airport at about seven in the 

morning on July 1st, so could you pick me up? If not, it isn’t a problem as I can always take 

a taxi. 

  

Finally, I am really looking forward to my stay with you in Brighton, and I hope you hear from 

you soon. 

  

Yours sincerely, 

Mr. Pedro Herrera.  

              

Thank you for using the marking and feedback service. 


